
Inspired to Write



Welcome 
Welcome to the first edition of Inspired to Write of the 

year! It has been a fun-filled term at Berry Hill, and the 

children have produced some excellent pieces of writing. It 

is always a pleasure to read the pieces selected by 

teachers – and I can certainly see why every single one of 

this term’s entries has been chosen.  

As you will see when you read this edition, the children 

have been inspired to write by the exciting texts in class, 

their Discover and Explore cross-curricular projects – and 

even in the Forest School kitchen!

I hope you enjoy reading the children’s work ☺

Mrs Stirling-Wood



Last year, we saw the 
successful launch of the book 
wishlist scheme in association 

with The Barrister in 
Wonderland bookshop. In total, 
almost £500 was donated and 

so many new and exciting 
books found their way in the 

hands of our readers.

Thank you to everyone who has 
already kindly donated towards 

this scheme. 

If you would like to donate a 
book to school, or make a 

donation towards a book, we 
would be most grateful!

To take part, please visit 
https://wonderlandbooks

hop.co.uk/berry-hill-
primary-school-wish-

list/ or scan the QR code.

https://wonderlandbookshop.co.uk/berry-hill-primary-school-wish-list/


Belle, class 12

Ellie, class 12



Grace and Ava, class 13

Grace, class 13 

In the classroom
In the classroom, 
My teacher used a broom
To sweep up the room

In the classroom
The children are doing their best
To pass the test

In the classroom, 
The children loom
They spot something that glooms…
In the classroom!

The fire place
I went to the park
In the dark
To collect some burdle
So I could light the fire

We collected a bucket of sticks
They were all good picks
One even was next to some chicks

So in could light the fire

The fire place was lit
To go there you needed to be fit
And then in lit the fire

Jude, class 13



My Magic Pencil 

I will draw with my magic pencil

A forest full of tall green trees

No litter on the ground 

And shimmering clean seas

I will draw with my magic pencil

No-one hurt by weapons and war

Fairness for everyone 

And peace in our land forever more

I will draw with my magic pencil 

Enough food and clean water for all

A roof over everyone’s head

And a world not separated by walls 

I will draw with my magic pencil 

A world without fear or pain

Where everyone is cared for 

And diseases are never heard of again 

I don’t have a magic pencil, but I do have...

A voice that can speak out for all

A mind that can build a better world

And hands that can catch those that fall.

Max, class 13 



Edward, class 9 
Isabel, class 13 

Edward and Isabel read the 
book Tales from Acorn Wood

and produced their own 
interpretations of this page.



This term, Year 1 have been 
looking at different poems by 

James Carter. They really 
enjoyed learning the poems 
and listening to the author 

read his work.

The children loved the poem 
Zim Zam Zoom so much that 

they even made their own 
rockets! James Carter himself 
commented on the children’s 
creations and said they were 

‘Zamtastic rockets!’



Harper and Muhammad created their 
own hunting story based on ‘The Last 
Wolf’.  Harper wrote about ‘The Last 

Otter’ and Muhammad wrote about a 
boy called ‘Little Green’. 

The children used great 
story starters to open and 
time language throughout. 

They both wrote happy 
endings where the 

characters became friends 
and played together. 



The Year 1 children 
invented recipes for the 
characters in the mud 
kitchen during Forest 

School. They then turned 
these into written recipes.

The Last Wolf



Recipes for the Hungry Characters

Rio created 
a recipe for 

the Lynx.
If you fancy 

making 
‘Spider 

Cookies’ 
gather the 
ingredients 
and follow 

all the steps!

Aaron chose 
to make the 
bear some 

‘Eyeball Pie’. 
You will need 

to gather 
nasty teeth 
and lots of 
eyeballs to 
make this 

recipe!



Junia and Niya were 
inspired by the story 

‘The Last Wolf’ so 
much that they 

created their own 
hunting story.

The children created 
their own character 

that went hunting for a 
rare animal. We love 
their happy endings!



The children created 
some interesting recipes 

for the characters in 
Forest School.



Joshua and Sophia thought about the animals in ‘The Last 
Wolf’ and thought they needed some animal food. They 

thought carefully about what the animals might want to eat 
and decided to create their own creative recipe. They created 

a list for their equipment and ingredients and then 
considered the method to make their recipes. They even 

thought of a top tip!



Year 1 have really enjoyed their 
create project this term! They have 

embraced nature and explore 
outside to learn all about the magic 

and mystery of trees. They have 
worked hard with Mrs Maker to 
produce artwork for their next 

writing piece! Keep checking our 
social media sites for updates on 
Year 1’s next Independent write!



Class 6 have been writing poetry
inspired by ‘The Owl and the Pussy

Cat’ which you can see proudly
displayed in our classroom.

We rehearsed our poems aloud
using rhythm and counting

syllables to make sure the patterns
were right.

Class 6 have been writing Journey stories inspired by 
‘Meerkat Mail’, which you can see proudly displayed in our 

classroom. We planned our stories, considered different 
characters that could be included and also changed the 

setting.

Ruby has studied 
the structure of 

our Journey 
Story ‘Meerkat
Mail’ and has 
presented her 

story beautifully 
using joined 
handwriting.



William thought carefully about the 
Meerkat’s appearance and 

described the character using 
expanded noun phrases.

Elsie has thought carefully about the new setting for 
her story and has used her senses to help her describe.



Class 6 have been looking at 
the non-fiction text ‘Africa, 

Amazing Africa as part of their 
English work this term. They 
have learnt lots of interesting 

facts and are using their 
retrieval skills to create their 
own fact files about African 

animal.

Annalise and Eden used non-fiction texts, fact files and the 
internet to find information on giraffes so that they can 

create their own fact file.



We have been looking at the book 
Meerkat Mail by Emily Gravett about a 
meerkat called Sunny and the journey 
he goes on to fit in. We have looked at 

where Sunny lives and described lots of 
settings using adjectives. We have 

thought about what we would need to 
take on a journey and looked at 

alliteration. We have also found out lots 
of facts about meerkats! In our class we 
wrote our own journey tales but chose a 

cold setting character to contrast with 
Meerkat Mail. Have a look at some of 

our amazing journey tales. 

Grace wrote about her cold 
character – a small super 
Husky called Crystal. She 

included alliteration, 
adjectives and wrote it using 

beautifully joined 
handwriting. Have a look. 



Alisters wrote about 
Sammy the Seal. He 

used clear finger 
spaces and punctuated 
his story so well. Have a 
read of the opening of 

his journey tale. 

Zak had Frosty the 
Rabbit as his main 

character. He included 
alliteration, adjectives 

and thought very 
carefully about what 

Frosty would need on his 
journey to fit in. 



Year 3 have really enjoyed producing their information 
texts during autumn term. Linking in with our project, 
‘What makes Britain Great?’ meant the knowledge the 

children had was already great. Within their writing 
they have included facts about Great Britain whilst 
including writing features taught through both our 

grammar blasts and English lessons. We are extremely 
proud of all the children who worked tirelessly to 

produce some great pieces of work!

Zack



Lucas

Elyssa



Kyla

Oliver P



The children in Year 3 have studied a 
model non-fiction text called, ‘I Wonder 
Why The Sea Is Salty?’ which inspired 
them to produce their own fabulous 

non-chronological reports. The children 
researched Great Britain before 
presenting what they had learnt 

creatively on the page – and some even 
included ‘Did you know?’ boxes. 

Alicja



In our Explore learning, class 10 
have loved learning about 

volcanoes. They researched the 
information and created double 
page reports to show off their 

knowledge and understanding. 
We’re really proud of their 

learning. Here are some examples
of their excellent work:

Freya created this bright and colourful report to explain what volcanoes are. WOW!



Poppy
presented 

her learning 
brilliantly. 
Well done!

Eva created a 
fantastic report 

on volcanoes 
which was full of 
informative and 
interesting facts. 

Great job!



Explore learning, class 10 have loved learning about volcanoes. They researched the information and created double 
page reports to show off their knowledge. We’re really proud of their learning. Here are some examples

In our writing, we’ve been inspired by the amazing 
book, ‘Skeleton Keys: The Unimaginary Friend’. Ben’s 
imaginary friend comes to life…but that’s not the only 

surprise in store for him!

This was a fantastic read which the children loved. Here 
are a few examples of the imaginary friends class 10 
created ready for their own story based on the novel.

Abdullah

Alyssa

Charlotte

Charlie



A witch’s curse. A hidden treasure. 

Using a range of 
fronted adverbials 

starting with present 
tense verbs and 

correctly punctuated 
with commas, Tierney
has explained where 

she thinks the 
mysterious message 

left on Ben’s bedroom 
wall has come from. 

This term the children in year 4 have joined 
Skeleton Keys and his fantabulant fingers, 
which can open doors to hidden worlds in 

Guy Bass’ curious tale of Ben Bunsen, whose 
only friend is a figment of his imagination…

This has been a brilliant stimulus for the 
children to explore a range of grammatical 
features such as conjunctions and fronted 

adverbials, as well as recapping and 
embedding some prior learning including 

punctuation. 



A witch’s curse. A hidden treasure. 

Thoughtfully, Devon
has bought Ben’s 

character to life using 
‘like’ and ‘as’ in similes 

to make descriptive 
comparisons to his 

features. 

Using three descriptive 
phrases to describe the 

characters, Jack has 
effectively included 

commas in a list to aid 
cohesion. 

Devon 

Jack 



We think that you will agree, Thomas has done a marvelous job of 
incorporating some of the features covered in this unit in his 

opening to his own story, inspired by Skeleton Keys. 

Impressively, Phoebe and Charlie did a great 
job of using apostrophes to show possession

when describing their
own fantastic imaginary

friend designs.  



What have you been learning about that inspired the writing? Was it a book (name the book), your project, 
or another curriculum area? What did the They enjoyed creating their own mythical creature and 

producing an information children learn to do in this topic?

Class 12 enjoyed reading the book ‘Top 10 
Worst Murderous Mythical Creatures You 

Wouldn’t Want to Meet!’

They enjoyed creating their own mythical 
creature and producing an information 
page. Here are some examples of their 

brilliant work.

Belle’s information page was about ‘The 
Great Zing’, a mythical creature which is 
half fish, half spikes! She included some 

great fronted adverbials in her work.



What have you been learning about that inspired the writing? Was it a book (name the book), your project, 
or another curriculum area? What did the They enjoyed creating their own mythical creature and 

producing an information children learn to do in this topic?

Sofia wrote 
about ‘Pastel 

Kittens’ 
having a 

charming 
personality. 

She included 
some great 
expanded 

noun 
phrases to 
describe.

Leah created a three-headed bear and used 
parenthesis with brackets effectively to include 

additional information .



Affia’s information page was about ‘Copoluxxes’. The way Affia magpied
the structure of the model text really impressed Miss McIntyre.

Henri wrote 
about ‘The 
Octerfish’ 

and included 
a range of 
similes to 

describe his 
mythical 
creature.



During their Discover project, the children applied what they had learned during their non-fiction unit in 
English to write an information page about Greek gods and goddesses.

During their Discover project, the children 
applied what they had learned in their non-fiction 

unit in English to write an information page about Greek gods and 
goddesses. Here are some examples of their brilliant work:

Freddie 
thought 
carefully 

about 
how he 

presented 
his work 

to engage 
and 

interest 
the 

reader.

Ann wrote 
detailed 

paragraphs 
about each 

god/ 
goddess.



Class 13 have spent the last few 
weeks looking at a non-fiction book 

all about Mythical Creatures. 

This book showed us the ‘Top 10 
Worst Murderous Mythical 

Creatures you wouldn't want to 
meet!’. We were inspired to create 

our own murderous creature.  

Isabel has created her very 
own murderous creature 
called the BOMBEER. She 

has described her creature 
using similes and different 
expanded noun phrases to 
create the perfect image in 
our mind. She has started 

many of her sentences 
with fronted adverbials to 
really captivate us as her 

reader. I can definitely see 
why she has rated it a 8.5 

out of 10 – I certainly 
would not want to bump 

into this mythical creature!



Mya’s mythical 
creature is the tiny 

HAMBAT, 
described as ‘as 

small as an over-
sharpened pencil’. 
Using a range of 
expanded noun 

phrases and 
parentheses, Mya 
has created a very 

detailed double 
page spread on 
this murderous 

animal. 

Here is Holly’s
murderous mythical 
creature. The BOMO 

BAT DOG. This 
deadly animal as a 

shocking rating of 10 
out of 10. Holly has 

used some fantastic 
description to bring 
this animal to life. 
With his laser red 

eyes and bomb for a 
tail, you would not 
want to make him 

angry! 



Our first book in Year 6 was  Darwin’s Dragons. This is 
an engaging adventure story based on a young boy called 

Syms who works with Charles Darwin and discovers a species 
unknown to science. This text inspired many pieces of writing. 

Before we finished reading the book, the children created their 
own endings to the story. Here are some extracts from their 

alternative endings: 

Dylan

Maddison

Dylan’s opening to his chapter includes some vivid language 
to bring the scene to life. He’s also used a colon effectively.

Maddison has 
used a series of 
short, snappy 
sentences to 
build tension, 
and I love the 
metaphor she 

used to 
describe the 

river.



The children have enjoyed 
reading Amazing Women, which 

is a collection of short biographies of women who 
have achieved awe-inspiring success – from 

scientists, to singers. These examples were taken 
from their own biographies of the amazing women 
they chose. As you can see from these examples, 

Class 14 have worked hard on writing in an 
appropriate, formal style for a biography.

Martha

Oscar

Bonnie

Martha chose 
Evanna Lynch 

as her amazing 
woman. This 
paragraph 

shows off her 
formal style 
beautifully. 

Oscar’s writing 
is about Serena 
Williams, and I 
was impressed 

with his 
sentence 

structures!

Bonnie wrote 
about Lisa 

Kudrow. This 
extract shows 
her confident 

use of commas. 



Class 15 have enjoyed reading ‘Darwin’s Dragons’ 
which is an amazing and thrilling adventure story. Syms

Covington has landed the job of a lifetime - cabin boy and 
fiddler on Charles Darwin's Beagle - but when he is 

separated from the crew during a storm, his life takes a 
truly extraordinary turn and he makes a discovery that 
could change the world. From this book, children have 

been writing amazing pieces of work, learning new skills 
and building on prior skills. The book truly inspired their    

writing! 

Grace created a lovely 
ending to the book 

which had action and 
superb description. 
She worked really 
hard on her use of 

expanded noun 
phrases and relative 

clauses. 
The story flowed and 
was an exciting read. 

It would have been an 
excellent ending to the 

book!

Before we finished 
reading the book, the 

children had to write their 
own ending to the tale 

and complete the 
adventure story!



Another excellent possible ending to 
the book was created by Zayn! It was 
a tense ending with lots of excitement 

- a great read. Zayn worked really 
hard to up-level his vocabulary and 
include some deeper description. He 
painted a picture for the reader with 

his description. 

Trinity has been working incredibly 
hard on her descriptive language this 

term. She created some amazing 
work, but a highlight is her setting 

description piece on a trip through the 
jungle. It was detailed and contained 

some great language. 

Zayn 

Trinity  



Inspired to Write

…and we hope you enjoyed seeing 
the children’s hard work!


